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QUESTION 1

Your company is planning to implement a Cloud computing mode/ and has the following requirements: 

-Developerswill be self-service who requestapplication serverenvironments for development. 

-Database administrators will be self-service users who request databasesfor development projects. 

-During peak development periods, you must provide resources to handle unexpected workload demands. 

Which two Cloud Service and Deployment modes achieve these objectives? 

A. Software as a Service for databases on a Hybrid Deployment Model 

B. Platform as a Service for databases on a Hybrid Deployment Model 

C. Platform as a Service for databases on a Community Deployment Model 

D. Software as a Service for application server environments on a Hybrid Deployment Model 

E. Platform as a Service for application server environments on a Hybrid Deployment Model 

F. Infrastructure as a Service for databases on a Hybrid Deployment Model 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two are true regarding the use of custom consolidation scenarios when using Enterprise Manager 12c Cloud
Control Consolidation Planner? 

A. Mutually exclusive source servers that may not map to the same destination server may be defined based on nodes
of a Real Application Cluster (RAC) database. 

B. Compatible source servers that may map to the same destination server must match on three or more criteria. 

C. Metric data to be used to estimate source server demand can be restricted to a date range. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

How does the National Institute of Standards and Technology define a Hybrid Cloud? 

A. A combination of community and public Clouds for a single organization 

B. Separate environments for use by multiple organizations 

C. A combination of private and public Clouds for a single organization 

D. A common environment for use by a group of related organizations 



E. A combination of private and public Clouds for multiple organizations 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two are examples of resources that may be pooled and measured by Cloud providers in a Cloud computing
environment? 

A. Workstations 

B. CPU 

C. Tablespaces 

D. Filesystems 

E. Memory 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

How can database homes be pooled together into Database as a Service (DBaaS) pools by using the Enterprise
Manager Cloud Control 12c self-service provisioning portal? 

A. They may be pooled together by major and maintenance release only if they are on the same operating system
platform. 

B. They may be pooled together by major, maintenance, Fusion Middleware, and component- specific release if they
are on different operating system platforms. 

C. Single-instance database homes of the same major, maintenance, Fusion Middleware, and component-specific
release may be pooled together if they are on the same operating system platform. 

D. RAC database homes of the same major, maintenance, and component-specific release may be pooled together if
they are on the same operating system platform. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

What are two ways in which Cloud computing will benefit a company with traditional computing implementations? 

A. Consumers may focus properly on resources allocated to their business area 

B. Better return on investment from software 

C. Flexibility in deploying resources as required 

D. Consumer\\'s capital expenditure can become traditional expenses 



Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two must be selected when using the Enterprise Manager 12c Cloud Control Consolidation Planner to assist in
assessing IT infrastructure usage? 

A. Destination host targets 

B. Source host targets 

C. Duration of metric data for analysis 

D. A preconfigured consolidation scenario 

E. A custom consolidation scenario 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two cloud network functions can be defined by Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c? 

A. Heartbeat 

B. Preboot execution environment (PXI) 

C. Storage 

D. Backup 

E. Multicast 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three are important considerations for the Cloud computing model from a Cloud provider\\'s perspective? 

A. Meeting agreed service levels 

B. Flexibility in meeting consumer demand 

C. Cost 

D. Use of the latest technology 

E. Efficient use of computing resources 

F. The underlying visualization technology used in the Cloud 



Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two cloud service types as defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) may be used for
self-service provisioning of an Oracle Database Environment? 

A. Infrastructure as a Service 

B. Software as a Service 

C. Platform as a Service 

D. RAC as a Service 

E. SQL as a Service 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two are true about Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c pools in Platform as a Service (PaaS) Zones? 

A. The pools in PaaS zones may be collections of one or more Oracle Database Homes of the same platform and
version. 

B. The pools in PaaS zones may be collections of one or more Oracle Middleware Homes of different platforms, as long
as they are of the same template. 

C. The pools in PaaS zones may be collections of one or more Oracle Database Homes of different platforms, as long
as they are of the same version. 

D. The pools in PaaS zones may be collections of one or more Oracle Middleware Homes of the same platform and
version. 

E. The pools in PaaS zones may be collections of one or more Oracle Database Homes of different versions, as long as
they are on the same platform. 

F. The pools in PaaS zones may be collections of one or more Oracle Middleware Homes of the same platforms, as
long as they are of different templates. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference:http://databrain.myqnapcloud.com/Documentation/Oracle%20Documentation%20Librar
y%20-%20CloudControl%2012c%20Release%203/doc.121/e28814/cloud_paas_setup.htm 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three elements may be rebranded for the Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c self- service portal login page? 

A. Cloud Provider Brand image 



B. Login Box 

C. Cloud Tenant text message 

D. Login disclaimer 

E. Password Box 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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